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ABSTRACT. This paper considers the two-dimensional Volterra-Lotka compe-

tition equations which are almost periodic in time. Conditions for the existence

of an asymptotically stable almost periodic solution with positive components

are given.

Introduction. The main motivation for this work comes from a recent paper

by K. Gopalsamy [5], who considers the system of n (n > 2) differential equations

m

j = i

i = l,...,n, where it is assumed that the functions bz and a¿j are positive, con-

tinuous, bounded below by positive constants, and almost periodic on (—00,00).

In [5] it was shown that if a%Ji, al3M (o¿l,6¿aí) denote the inf and sup of a¿j(¿),

i,j = 1,... ,n (&t(f), i = 1,..., n), respectively, then the two sets of conditions

n

(Gi) biL>^2 a,ijM{bjM/ajjL,),        i = l,...,n,

and
n

(G2) a-nL >22<iJlM,        ¿=l,...,n,

3=1

imply that the system (S) has a solution col(xin, • ■ • , Zno) such that each compo-

nent is almost periodic and bounded below by a positive constant on (-00,00).

Moreover, if col(zi(i),..., i„(i)) is a solution of (S) such that i¿(ío) > 0 for some

£0, then limt_oo[a;¿(í) — xl0(t)] = 0 for 1 < i < n.

The ecological significance of such a system is discussed in [5].

It is easy to see, by considering the autonomous case for example, that conditions

(Gi ) and (G2) are independent. In this paper we show that ifn = 2 then conditions

(Gi) alone imply the assertion of the above-mentioned theorem of Gopalsamy. In

[1] the author showed that if n — 2 and the functions o¿j(¿), 1 < i,j < 2, and 6¿(¿)

are merely assumed to be continuous and bounded above and below by positive
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(S) x'i(t)=xi(t)
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constants on an interval [in,oo), then conditions (Gi) imply that the differences of

the corresponding components of two solutions of (S), both of whose components

are positive at £o, tend to zero as t —* oo. To prove the above claim, it is therefore

sufficient to show that if n = 2 and the functions are almost periodic and bounded

above and below by positive constants, then conditions (Gi) imply the existence of

an almost periodic solution both of whose components are bounded below by positive

constants. This is the content of Theorem 2 of this note.

The periodic case under conditions (Gi) with n = 2 was treated in [2] but by

completely different methods.

In regard to the theory of almost periodic functions, this paper is self-contained

since the only fact from the theory which we use is Bochner's criterion for almost

periodicity which we may take as a definition (see, for example, [4]). This says that

a function g(t), continuous on — oo < t < oo, is almost periodic if and only if for

every sequence of numbers {rm}j°, there exists a subsequence {rmt}^¡ such that

the sequence of translates {g(t + Trnk)}<^=l converges uniformly on (—oo, oo).

We also use ideas from a classic paper by Amerio [3] on almost periodic systems

of differential equations, although we do not use his theorem directly. We first

consider the system (S) for n — 2, where it is only assumed that the functions be

continuous and bounded above and below by positive constants on (-00,00).

Existence of an almost periodic solution. Consider the system of differen-

tial equations

f u' = u[a(t)-b(i)u(t)-c(t)v(t)],

1 ' \ v'= v[d(t) - e(t)u(t) - f[t)v(t)\,

where the functions a(t),b(t),c(t),d(t),e(t) and f(t) are continuous and bounded

above and below by positive constants.  Given a function g(t), we let gL and #m

denote mî-O0<t<O0 g{t) and sup_00<t<00 g(t), respectively. Throughout this paper

we assume the inequalities a¿ > caíí¿m//l and di > eMO,M¡bh-

As in [1], let £,/ci,/c2 be numbers satisfying the inequalities

0 < e < rci,fc2,    aM/bL < fci,    dM/fL<k2,

Ûl - e\iki - }mE > 0,    aL - 6m£ - c«^ > 0.

Let S = {col(£,r/)|e < £ < jfcj, e < rj < k2}.

THEOREM l. There exists a unique solution co\(uc¡(t), vr¡(t)) of (1) defined on

(—00,00), with col(uo(t),vo(t)) € S for all t in (—00,00).

The proof of Theorem 1 follows from the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. There exist solutions co\(u*(t),v*(t)) and col(u»(i),u»(£)), defined

on (—00,00), with £ < u*(t) < u*{t) < fci and e < v*(t) < v*(t) < k2, and such

that if col(û(i), v(t)) is any other solution with col(û(£), £>(£)) € S for all t, then

u,{t) < û(t) < u*(t) and v*(t) < v{t) < v*(t).

PROOF. In [1] it was shown that if col(tti(i), t>i(f)) and co\(u2(t): v2(t)) are two

solutions with ui(io) = ^li ^lUo) — £■, ̂2(io) = £, and ^2(^0) — k2 for some ¿o m

(—00,00), then e < u2(t) < ui(i) < Aci and e < vi(t) < v2(t) < k2 for all t > t0.
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For each integer n, n = 1,2,..., let col(ui„(£), vin(t)) and col(ií2„(í),i>2nM) be

the solutions satisfying

co\(uin(-n),vln(-n)) = col(fci,£;)    and    col(ii2„(-n),i>2n(-™)) = col(e, fc2).

By applying the previous result, it follows that col(i¿fcn(í), !;*„(£)) is defined for

—n < t < oo, k = 1,2, e < u2n(t) < uin(i) < hi, and e < vin(t) < v2n(t) < k2 for

all t > -n. Since we have e < u2n(0) < ui„(0) < fci and e < «in(0) < v2n(0) < k2

for all n, it follows that there exists a sequence of integers {rij}JL.1 such that

the sequences {ulnj(0)}, {u2rij(0)}, {vinj(0)} and {v2nj(0)} converge to numbers

£*, £*,?,» and r)*, respectively, satisfying e < £» < Ç* < fci and £ < r¡* < r)„ < k2.

Let col(u*(£),z;*(£)) and col(u»(£),<;*(£)) be the solutions satisfying

col(«*(0),u*(0))=col(e*,r?*)     and     col(u.(0),u.(0)) = col(e„r/.).

Now, we wish to show that col(u*(<),i>*(£)) and col(u*(í),?;»(í)) satisfy the as-

sertions of the lemma. If dom(col(u*(í),v*(í))) ^ (—00,00), then there must exist

a number t0 in the domain of co\(u* (t), v* (t)) such that col(u*(t0), v*(to)) £ S.

Since col(i¿i„ (0),i>in,(0)) —► col(w*(0),u*(0)) as j —► 00, it follows that

cd(tnn/(i),«!»,(*)) -» col(«*(í),u*(í)))

uniformly on compact subsets of the domain of col(u*(t), v* (t)). In particular,

col(ulnj{t0),vinj(t0)) -* col(i¿*(í0),i'*(£o))    as ,7'—<• 00.

Hence, col(iti„ (io),vin>(to)) ^ S for j large enough. But, by construction, e <

uinj(t) < fci and e < v\n (t) < k2 on the interval (—nJ;00), which implies that

col(uinj {to),vinj(to)) € S if —rij < to; a contradiction. This shows that

dom(col(u*(t),t;*(i))) = (-00,00).

Similarly,

dom(col(u*(í),u*(í))) = (-00,00).

We note that for a given number f, by continuity with respect to initial condi-

tions, we have Inn,-—«, ulri] (t) = u*(t), lim:,_00 flrij(£) = v*(t), limJ-_00 it2n>(i) =

u.(£), and limJ_>00 v2rtj(t) = v*(t). Also, e < u2rij(t) < ui„}(t) < fci, and £ <

vin (t) < v2n. (t) < k2 if —rij < t. Letting j —► 00, we obtain £ < u* (t) < u* (t) < ki

andfr < v*(t) < v*{t) < k2.

Next, assume that col(û(t),i>(i)) is a solution of (1) satisfying the inequalities

£ < û(t) < ki and e < v(t) < k2. Let to be an arbitrary number. Then, for

—rij < to, we have u2nj(—rij) — £ < û(—rij) and v(—rij) < k2 = v2rlj(—rij).

It follows from our earlier comparison result (see [1]) that u2n.(t) < u(t) and

v{t) < v2rij (t) if — rij < t < 00. In particular, u2rlj (to) < u(to) and £»(to) < v2nj (to).

By the first part of the proof, we have

lim   Co\(u2n  (t0),V2n   (t0)) = C0l(u» (í0), W, (¿o))-

Consequently, u»(to) < ¿(to) and v(to) < v*(to). The inequalities u(t) < u*(t) and

v*(t) < v(t) follow similarly.
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LEMMA  2.   Let co\(u*(t),v*(t)) and col(w»(£),i;»(£)) be as in Lemma 1.   Then,

co\(u*(t),v*(t)) = co\(Ui,(t),v,(t)) for all t in (—00,00).

PROOF. We note that

u*'(t)      u't(t)

u*(t) ~ u,(t)

Similarly,

v'M)      v"(t)

v.(0      v*(t)

Consequently, we have

dt     \ut(t)

= -b(t)(u*(t) - u.(0) - c(t)(v*(t) - v,(t)).

= -e(t)(u.(t) - u*(t)) - f(t)(v.(t) - v*(t)).

-b(t)(u*(t) - u.(0) - c(t)(v*(t) - v.(t)),

Jtln (^w )

Therefore,

(2)

(3)

< -bL(u*(t) - u,(f)) + cM(v.(t) - v*(t)),
dt   V«»(¿)

Multiplying (2) by /¿ and (3) by cm, and adding, we obtain

< (cMejw - /í,6l)(u*(í) - ií*(í))-fan ( :—777 ) + cjuln '
(4)      dt [J^'"\u4t)J  ' "in"'\v*(t)

Let A = ft,bh — cm^m- It follows that A > 0, since

cmAm .   (cm\  ,       cm    e-M ^ cmëm
aL > —7.- >    -r- ) dL > — • — ■ aM >    ,  ,      ■ öl-

/l V /l / fh     bL fLbL

Therefore, (4) can be written as

1  d
(5) u*(t) -ut(t) <

Adt
fLla[m)+CMlJ<-m

ut(t) v*(t)

Similarly, multiplying (2) by ejy and (3) by ¿>l, and adding, we obtain

(6)
A dt [ \u*v*J

Since the In function is increasing, we have

eAiln    —-—    +oLln

.u'(i)\      ,    /fci
0 < In    —H    < n ( — 0< In

«*(0

V4±) < In (*»

Therefore, it follows from (5) that for any fixed number T > 0,

0< /      («*(t)-M,l £)) di < Mi,
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where Mi is some number independent of t. Hence /_ (u*(t) — u*(t)) dt < Mi <

oo. Similarly, f_00(v*(t) — v*(t)) dt < M2 < oo for some number M2.

We wish to show that u*(t) - u*(t) —» 0 and v,(f) - v*(t) —* 0 as t —* ±00. If

w(t) — u*(t) — u*(f), then it follows from the form of the differential equation (1)

and the boundedness of the functions a(t),..., f(i) that w'(t) is bounded. It follows

that /_ w'(t)w(t)dt and, hence, lini7-_>00 J_T 2w'(t)w(t) dt exists. We note that

f"T 2w'(t)w(t) dt = w(0)2-w(-T)2 implies that limr^«, w(-T) exists. Therefore,

since /_    w(t) dt exists, we must have limx^oo w(—T) = 0.

A similar argument can be applied to f0   w'(t)w(t)dt. Since

u*(t) - u*(t)      u*(t) -ut(t)      u*(t) -u*(t)

fci ~ u*(t)

it follows that lims_±00((i¿*(s) - u«(s))/u*(s)) = 0. Consequently,

lim   (u*(s)/u*(s)) = 1,    and        lim   \n(u*(s)/u*(s)) = 0.
s—»±oo s—>±oo

Similarly, lims_±00 ln(i;,(s)/?;*(s)) = 0. It follows from (5) and (6) that

/OO /-OO(«•(f) - u.(0) dt = 0 =  /     (v*(t) - v*(t)) dt.
-OO J — OO

Hence, u*(t) = u»(t)and v»(t) = u*(i).

THEOREM 2. ylsswme t/iat the functions a(t),b(t),c(t),d(t),e(t) and f(t) are

almost periodic. If a¿ > ca/(/aí//l a«^ ^l > cm^m/bL, then the unique solution

co\(uo(t),vo(t)) of Theorem 1 is almost periodic.

PROOF. Let {rm}'^==1 be an arbitrary sequence of numbers. We wish to show

that there exists a subsequence {VmK} of {rm} such that the sequence

{uo(t + Tmk),vo(t + Tmk)} converges uniformly on (—00,00). We let || || denote

the Euclidean norm.

Since a(t),b(t),.... f(t) are almost periodic, there exists a subsequence {rmt}

of {Tm} such that {a(t + rTOfc)},..., {f(t + Tmk)} converge uniformly to functions

a*(t),... ,/*(<), respectively, on (—00,00). It is easy to see that a*L = a¿, a*M —

a m.fi = h, and fM = fM.
It follows from Theorem 1 that the system

u'(t) = u(t)[a*(t) - b*(t)u(t) - c*(t)v(t)],

(7) I v'(t) = v(t)\d*(t) - e*(t)u(t) - P(t)v(t)\

has a solution col(tíÓ(t),i'0(í)) defined on (-00,00) such that (uq(î),Vq(1)) G S for

all f in (-00, 00). We claim that (uo(t+Tmk),Vo(t+Tmic)) —> (w0(í), ?;Ó(t)) uniformly

as fc —► 00, which will show that co\(uo(t),vo(t)) is almost periodic. Suppose that

the claim is false. Then there exists a subsequence {rmk } of {rmt}, a sequence of

numbers {sj}, and a fixed number a > 0 such that

\\(u0(sj + rmk] ),vo(sj + rmk} )) - (uo(sj),vÔ(sj))\\ > a,      for all j.

Since the functions a(t),..., f(t) are almost periodic, we may assume, without loss

of generality, that a(t + Tmk   + Sj) -> ä(t),... ,f(t + rmk   + Sj) —> f(t) as 3 -► 00,
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uniformly with respect to f in (—00,00). It follows that a*(t + Sj) —» â(t),...,

f*(t + Sj) —► /(f) as j —* 00, uniformly with respect to f in (—00,00), and hence

aL = aL, aM - aM,...,fL = fL, and fM = ¡m- Since co\(uo(t),v0(t)) € 5 for

all f in (-00,00), we can assume without loss of generality that (uo(s3 + rmjt.),

uo(sj + T-mt. )) —» (£oi ?7o) as i —► 00, where (Co, ?7o) € 5. Similarly, we may assume

that (u*o(s3),v^(sj)) -» (ÇÔ,r/o) asi -» 00. Clearly, ||(£o,»7o) - (fo^o)ll ^ Q-
For each integer 3, i = 1,2,..., col(u0(i + Tmic   + Sj),v0(t + Tm¡c. + Sj)) is a

solution of the system

{u' = u[a(t + rm^ + Sj) - b(t + rmt   + Sj)u - c(t + Tmk. + Sj)v],

v' = v[d(t + Tmk. +*,-)- e(f + rmfc  + Sj)u - f(t + rmj£. + Sj)v].

Consider the solution col(ûo,^o) of

r«'=«[a(í)-6(í)«-c(íH

\ i;' = v[d{t) - ¿(t)ti - /(t)«],

having the initial value col(ûo(0),ûo(0)) = col(£0,?7o). We have two systems

u' = f(t,u,v),
(!')

g(t,u,v)

and

v! = fj(t,u,v),

- gj(t,u,v),

where the right side of (lj) converges uniformly to the right side of (1') on com-

pact subsets of R3, as j —> 00. Also the initial values satisfy the property that

col(ii0(rmt   +Sj),vo(Tmk   + Sj)) —» co\(£o,rio)- Hence it follows that

(U0(t + Tmkj  +Sj),V0{t + Tmk. +Sj)) -* (Ûo(t),î)0(t))

uniformly on compact subintervals of the domain of col(ûo(f),t>o(t))- This implies

that (û0(t),v0(t)) € S for all t.

Now, recall that co\(uq,Vq) is the unique solution of (7) with (iio(*)>wo(0) € 5

for all f. For each integer j, col(t¿0(f + sj)¡vo{t + sj)) is a solution of

u' = u[a*(t + Sj) -b*(t + Sj)u - c*(t + Sj)v],
(70

- v[d*(t + Sj) - e*(t + Sj)u - f*(t + Sj)v],

with (uq(sj),Vq(sj)) -» (t¡o,Vo) asj -» 00. Since a*(t + Sj) -* â(t),... ,f*{t + Sj) -*

/(f) as i —» 00, uniformly with respect to t, it follows that if col(ûo,iÔ) is the

solution of (1') with col(û5(0),t>5(0)) = col^Ô,^), then (u^(t + Sj),Vg(t + Sj)) —»

(û*(t),ûo(f)) uniformly on compact subintervals of the domain of col^^uÓ). ^v

the same argument given before, we have (ûo(t),£Ô(t)) € 5 for all t. We also have

(û0(t), i>o(t)) € S for all t. Since both are solutions of (1'), and since ó¿ = aj,,âM =

o.m,---,Ïl = fL, and /m = /m, we must have (û0(t),v0(t)) = (û*(t),vÔ(t)) by

Theorem 1. But, (ûo(0),«o(0)) = (£0,%), («5(0),t>5(0)) = (Í5,f?5), and ||(C0,f?o)-
( Co ■> ^70 ) 11 — Q> which is a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
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